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Obama: Arrogant, Hateful and Bitter Defiance

Toddy Littman, Sunday 26 October 2008 - 00:43:10

Obama has created a maelstrom of reasons not to trust him:
- Change isn't defined (Lie by absence.)
- Failing to salute the American Flag (Malcom X style).
- ACORN (Lying about his working with them since 1992.)
- Black Liberation Theology (Reverend Wright, "I never heard anything
like that.").
- Che Guevara pictures displayed in campaign offices without
explanation.
- Saul Alinsky's dedication of "Rules for Radicals" to Satan.
- Bill Ayers lack of remorse yet Obama standing by him, Why?
- Louis Farrakhan referring to Obama as the Messiah.
- Obama Submits a letter from his Doctor that he's in good health as
"medical records" while being plagued by hip problems at age 47.
- Lying about the &#036;79 billion dollar Iraq surplus (it doesn't exist).
- Posting 2 different "Certifications of Live Birth" which have been
edited in Photo Shop.
- Failing to rebut any lawsuit (and there are 7 of them) about his being a
natural born citizen by producing, even in camera, a physical paper
copy of his birth certificate.
- Regularly saying "As I've always said..." before saying something he's
never said before.
- Instructing his Universities not to release any records of his time there.
All of the relationships above at least 15 years old and Obama
claims he had no idea of any of the well known, published, and
documented negatives about them, or, that he believed they were rehabilitated. This is what a
former Harvard Law Review President and professor of Constitutional law and lawyer says to explain his lack of due diligence
regarding the company he keeps? And what do they see in him that so many flock to him? With all the indirection, misdirection, and
consistency to evade requirements that everyone else has to abide by, such as filing medical records, all I can see is a man who has
every grudge possible against the American People. How can I believe he would at all answer to us as our President? Many may see
the current administration failing in this manner, and they'd likely be right, however, how does that qualify us to endure another
President just as willing to pit us against each other and not answer to us?

It's so much mysterious and cloudy, unexplained and, though few will say it, stubborn, arrogant, rebellious and defiant of the American
people's need to know to not provide simple and easy to get documents that all previous candidates and current contenders have had
to provide so that answers are available to us whether we look now or in the future for it. Not one bit of this is some special scrutiny on
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Obama. Any that he or anyone else may feel is occurring due to lawsuits to get he or someone in control of the record to produce it, is
solely due to his lack of willingness, his defiances of making sure we are informed about him or can be should we ever want to be.
That is secretive and, for someone who claims to want openness and transparency, failing to provide medical records or a genuine
Certificate of Live Birth under seal and with wet signatures of your doctor, is just amazingly arrogant. McCain provided these things
Senator Obama, McCain's Certificate of Live Birth, as described above, and more than1500 pages of medical records.

How do you justify providing as little as possible Senator Obama? Senator Obama you have no direct lineage ancestors who
were slaves. You have no special needs creating a special treatment category for you. You are actuall 50% majority caucasian.
What is your justification?

I guess it doesn't matter does it Senator Obama, if Americans are stupid enough to vote for you without you meeting the requirements
that everyone else has, that's all that matters. If we are willing to buy an undefined package, which is solely undefined due to arrogant
defiance, a package that can only be defined as "scant" when reviewed for the truth it has presented, that's all that matters.

And it further doesn't matter because George Soros the convicted criminal under French Law is willing to afford you, Warren
buffet and his Berkshire Hathaway which costs 130,000 dollars a share loves you, Oprah loves you, and the combined wealth of these
few people, who are also your private campaign contributors, of around 100 billion dollars, just loves you. It must be nice to have
those people and their deep pockets love you so unconditionally. You must really be happy no one believes for a minute any one, if
not all, of these people expect special treatment of any kind from you, and that you owe us nothing for funding your campaign due to
having taken no public financing as you once promised you would do.

600 million dollars you have raised and spent to run for President of the United States of America, some of which is illegally
from foreign sources, and this amount is more than 6 times the highest amount ever spent before.

No wonder you have the audacity to defy the American People: We are bought and sold like cattle, Soros reflexivity manipulations by
using the market as he did when he broke the Bank of England, our stock market a tool to get you elected, nothing else.

No none of it matters, you have every right to feel elite beyond elite, to feel elevated beyond the necessity to serve the American
people.

Whatever you do Senator Obama defy us. Defy us because we will have no control over anything you do after the election. All you
have to do is wait, the sheeple you've created by promises you cannot keep will follow you, will vote for you, and will not have to
answer to anyone. You already know the greed and corruption in Washington can't wait to do whatever they want to America, the
nation they've been trying to destroy from the first National Bank Act.

I am glad you set me straight on our stupidity, our sheer incapacity to reason anything but that you are The Obama, The One, The
Messiah. I wonder if your national salute will be that we Faint limply in your presence, and do not rise again until after fire-hosed by
the domestic military you wish to raise. Our national guard under the direction of the States isn't enough, you want to equally fund a
domestic army, as you've said yourself. I wonder how much they'll resemble the Missouri "Truth Squads."

For any who read this, here is some more food for thought on a lighter note but no less an example of how long Senator Obama has
been willing to lie to us so directly, to mock us and make fun of us while defying us knowing we are powerless to do anything about it:
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While Obama & Co. were snooping around Sarah Palin....

Barack Obama, the one running for President of the United States, is becoming a known commodity:

- Known for his ability to fabricate lies to maintain charismatic momentum,
- known for his lack of recall of situations he knows would be politically detrimental to him,
- known for his lack of consideration of who he surrounds himself with (known terrorists are not generally sought for friendship and
comradery but by other known terrorist),
- known for his willingness to be a part of the Daley Machine and the patronage system with a reputation for corruption known
throughout the world (The best comparison for the Daley Machine is "The Sopranos.")
- And this is while Obama may have received anti-American, even Jihadist, Muslim teachings as a child.

In any event, if the Obama campaign is exercising their right to delve into and compare notes with Republican Vice Presidential
Nominee Sarah Palin's record, to criticize "experience" then clearly U.S. Senator Obama, the Democratic Presidential Nominee for
President of the United States has opened Pandora's Box on himself. This appears particularly true since Obama is a sitting U.S.
Senator. U.S. Senator Obama may in fact have a duty to make his background information available to the public in chronological
order if requested by FOIA. Though Obama's Campaign may claim some "campaign strategy" privilege, I submit that his duty as a
U.S. Senator supersedes, especially when the strategy appears solely to keep particular information from being revealed that would
lead to Americans knowing who he is based on his actual record, and not the fractionalized, and sometimes fictional one, he wishes to
promote. Case in point:

"My grandfather signed up for a war the day after Pearl Harbor was bombed, fought in Patton's army. He saw the dead and
dying across the fields of Europe; he heard the stories of fellow troops who first entered Auschwitz and Treblinka. He fought
in the name of a larger freedom, part of that arsenal of democracy that triumphed over evil, and he did not fight in vain. I
don't oppose all wars."

Please note this statement is from Obama's self touted speech against the Iraq War in 2002, when he wasn't even a member
of the Federal Government, and clearly he wants everyone to just look at him being against the Iraq War at the time. Obama
doesn't want us to consider his reasons, that if the reason he was against it is being delineated by an entirely fictional
account, then his being against the Iraq War was a political stunt and any claim otherwise another outright lie. To be blunt:
Obama never had this conversation with his grandfather unless of course it was after his grandfather acquired Alzheimer's
or a similar memory disorder, or, the grandfather lied to his grandson, Obama.

Now I'd have believed that about his grandfather, if not that, sadly, in May of this year, Obama repeated, the Auschwitz
portion of the lie, only this time it was his uncle who "who was part of the American brigade that helped to liberate
Auschwitz."

An article discussing this at length is found here and notes most importantly "The 322nd Rifle Division of the Red Army liberated them
[Auschwitz] on Jan. 27 1945." http://gatewaypundit.blogspot.com/2008/05/obama-repeats-auschwitz-gaffe-on.html

I believe there is a term for all of this, well 2 of them: Narcissism and Pathological Liar, and, according to Senator Obama's
admitted record, from denial of Muslim teaching, to not hearing any of these "Best of" Reverand Wright political rants from the pulpit, to
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repeating impossible claims regarding Auschwitz, and his most recently repeated lie "Iraq has a &#036;79 billion dollar surplus," along
with the fact that his stint in the Illinois State Senate resulted in 130 "present" votes and he's not even a footnote mention regarding the
reporting of any corruption in the City of Chicago, U.S. Senator Barack Obama has demonstrated a greater willingness to fabricate
whatever he wants us to hear than get anything done. Enough is enough and I can only Pray American people supporting Obama fall
out of mesmerization driven by blind hatred for George Bush and remember that their country is at stake, that reason is lost when
operating by such emotional drives.

My apologies for length, however, Barack Obama's mystery and appeal are one and the same, and it's high time this is discussed and
debated, irrespective of the MSM blackout on any review of Obama because the lies or truths of it all need revealing. It's the only way
a mere mortal like myself knows how to even attempt to dispel the mesmerizing effect of a seasoned conman being compared to
Jesus on the Congressional floor.

Please, if you give a damn about America, check your vote, check your reasons for voting, this is about America, not an election.

Thank you for reading.

